
IT Software Engineer I  
 

Education and Experience: 
Associates in Computer Science or Software Engineering or 2 years related job experience   

Role: 
Work as a member of a team to develop and implement software to be utilized in a warehouse environment.  

Duties and Tasks: 
Designs, modifies, develops, writes and implements software programming applications. Supports and/or installs 

software applications/operating systems. Participates in the testing process through test review and analysis, test 

witnessing and certification of software. Requires an associate’s degree in a related area or 2 years of experience in 

the field or in a related area. Has knowledge of commonly-used concepts, practices, and procedures within a 

particular field. Relies on instructions and pre-established guidelines to perform the functions of the job. Works under 

immediate supervision. Primary job functions do not typically require exercising independent judgment. Typically 

reports to a manager. 

Programming and Database Administration: 

Interface with users to develop software to allow the users to efficiently and effectively perform their duties  

Understand database concept and construction, primarily in the use of MS SQL 

Analyze data flow and storage requirements 

 

Desktop Support and mobile computing: 

Prioritize and escalate break/fix and user related trouble ticket items 

Research and recommend modifications to the warehouse management systems 

 

Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities: 
Able to learn quickly and work as part of a team 

Ability to read and write SQL including stored procedures 

Ability to read and write HTML 

Ability to read and write JavaScript 

Experience with AngularJS is a plus 

Experience with PHP and Laravel is a plus 

Experience with APIs is a plus 

Experience with Git is a plus 

Experience with Test Driven Development is a plus 

 

Physical and Mental Requirements: 
Job requires a very high level of judgment, exceptional analytical ability and creativity in investigating major 

problems that require original and highly innovative solutions. Reasonable accommodations may be made to 

enable individuals with disabilities to perform essential functions. 

 

Other: 
Some travel may be involved for both training and offsite/remote warehouse related issues. 


